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According to a Research Report 
from Zendesk, 49% of employee 
service agents said that a 
supportive work environment was 
the most important factor in doing 
their job well.

VoiceFoundry’s Call Coach for Amazon Connect empowers contact center 
supervisors with the tools and information they need to improve efficiency and 
customer service quality. Supervisors can review past agent calls and view history 
and call details in one simple, easy-to-use interface, helping them identify agent 
coaching and training opportunities.

Personalize Agent Coaching
Supervisors are empowered with call recording search, playback, and more features 
that make it possible to review customer and agent interactions and use call 
recording as an employee coaching tool.

Improve Customer Experience
Uncover and correct issues with customer experience quickly. Review quality of 
customer service with features like screen recording and granular search and 
playback.

Improve Agent Training
Recordings of previous scenarios can be used to train agents on best practices for 
specific situations.

Call Recording and Review
Call recordings offer audio and visual proof of all communications
to protect both your business and your customers.

A Higher ROI
This streamlined solution provides similar features to the main competitors at a 
lower price point.

Improve Team Training and Coaching
It’s a supervisor’s responsibility to ensure 
that their team members are providing 
quality customer service with every
interaction. Call Coach for Amazon 
Connect can capture both audio and 
screen recording from a desktop 
application or virtual environment, giving 
call center supervisors the ability to 
review each customer interaction and 
uncover agents’ personal coaching and 
training needs.

Overview

VoiceFoundry Call Coach for 
Amazon Connect



About VoiceFoundry
VoiceFoundry, A TTEC Digital Company, is relentlessly committed to crafting smarter, more meaningful experiences throughout the 
entire customer journey. We combine the agility and flexibility of AWS’ world-class cloud contact center solutions with our expertise 
and purpose-fit customer engagement services, to deliver comprehensive contact center innovations that solve the unique needs of any 
organization. Our AWS Advanced Partner status uniquely positions us to quickly and easily resolve even the most complex customer 
experience challenges.

Learn more about how we build intelligent, agile contact centers that adapt to the needs of your business, agents, and customers so you 
are empowered to deliver a differentiated, high-value experience across every channel, in every interaction. 
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Empower Supervisors to 
Elevate Agent Performance
Give supervisors the tools they need to improve customer 
service quality across their teams. By reviewing agent calls, 
supervisors can provide better, more individualized attention 
and coaching to their agents.

Better Insight into Agent Performance
Captures all agent’s desktop activities during customer 
interactions, which can be played back by the agent                   
or supervisors.

Fast Time to Value with Minimal IT Resources
Installs rapidly and is implemented and supported by 
VoiceFoundry.

Better Customer Experience
Better agent performance due to personalized coaching   
results in a better customer experience.

Request a Free Demo
Visit voicefoundry.com/contact-us/ to 
request a free demo of the VoiceFoundry Call 
Coach for Amazon Connect.

http://voicefoundry.com/contact-us/ 

